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COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE

CRE Deals of the Year 2021

Birmingham's CRE scene kept
moving in 2021, despite the Covid-
19 pandemic.
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The pandemic’s continued impact in 2021 wasn’t enough

to stop major deals in Birmingham’s commercial real

estate sector.

Deals ranged across all industries, whether it was

mutifamily homes, large company relocations, new leases

signed, industrial parks and more. In addition, the crown
jewel for Birmingham came in fall 2020 with the long-

awaited Protective Stadium unveiling.

Commercial real estate projects in 2021
also spread across the metro. Deals

dropped downtown and were found into the suburbs,

including Irondale, McCalla and more.

In this special section, we are honoring the deals, projects,

companies and people who embody the perseverance that

was needed to get through the past two years of

uncertainty.
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MORE FOR YOU More 

Check out the winners in the slideshow below:

Our CRE Deals of the Year winners were chosen based on

nominations received at BBJ.com in late 2021 and early

2022. Winners were selected based on several factors,
including the size of the deal, its potential for future

impact, the complexity of the deal and the deal’s

relationship to ongoing trends in the market.
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Crane Watch: From
mixed-use to
industrial, new CRE
projects abound in the
metro

Meet the BBJ's Best of
the Bar for 2022

Compliance concerns
rise with deal volume

Two Shelby West
Corporate Park
properties sell for a
total $28.68 million
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Coming events More 

Largest Breweries in
Maryland

USFL partners with
Andrews Sports
Medicine

  APRIL 21

Leadership in Diversity and
Inclusion Series #2
The 2nd installment in our Leadership in
Diversity a…

  MAY 12

Best Places to Work
Birmingham Business Journal's Best
Places to …

  JUNE 16

CFO Awards
Who are the best and brightest CFOs in
Birmin…

  JULY 14

Building Birmingham Awards
The Birmingham Business Journal will
recognize pr…
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